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G2G APPLICATIONS — HANNAH JOHN 

Statement 

HON WILSON TUCKER (Mining and Pastoral) [9.59 pm]: I rise to share a recent conversation that I had with 
Hannah John, a midwife who is currently working in South Australia. I contacted Hannah after seeing an ABC article 
about some of the difficulties Hannah has faced in making a G2G application to enter Western Australia from 
South Australia to start a position at Kalgoorlie Health Campus as a midwife. 

By way of backstory, Hannah’s partner had recently moved to Kalgoorlie and was working there. Kalgoorlie is 
a small place. He had a conversation with a resource officer working at Kalgoorlie Health Campus, who mentioned 
that a midwife position was available and that Hannah should apply, and she did. She was successful and was very 
much looking forward to joining her partner in Western Australia. 

We had a conversation about some of the difficulties Hannah has faced. In July, Hannah received a job offer from 
Kalgoorlie Health Campus and was waiting for the contract to be finalised. On 19 July, Hannah applied for the 
first time for a G2G PASS, and the system rejected her and requested further information. Hannah’s work contract 
had by then been finalised and she was able to use that as supporting evidence.  

On 29 July, Hannah applied for a G2G PASS for the second time. This time, she uploaded her signed work 
contract as evidence. The following day, her application was rejected again. This time, the system was a bit more 
verbose. It gave her a list of documentation that she needed to provide to support her WA residency. That included 
a WA driver’s licence, a WA utility bill, a removal notice, a lease agreement, and a vehicle transport invoice. Hannah 
was a bit confused at this point as to what she needed to provide. She had not moved out of her South Australian 
residence yet so she did not have any supporting documentation on that side, and she did not have a WA driver’s 
licence because she had not gone to Western Australia yet. 

Hannah called up the G2G hotline to clarify the situation and spoke to a very friendly lady on the other end who told 
her that at a minimum, she needed to provide a work contract and a signed lease agreement. Hannah’s partner had 
already moved to Kalgoorlie, so she had both the lease agreement and the work contract documents. On 30 July, 
Hannah applied for the G2G PASS a third time and submitted both documents. On 31 July, the system rejected 
Hannah again. This time, there was no request for documents; all it said was “rejected for further information”. 

Hannah was confused and frustrated at this point. It had been 12 days since she had first applied for the G2G PASS, 
and she had followed all the advice that she had been given. Hannah next reached out to the resource nurse at 
Kalgoorlie Health Campus to see whether she could get some support. This nurse was away on leave for two weeks. 
I want to say that I am not here to point fingers at the healthcare system or this nurse in particular. I think nurses 
in WA, especially regional WA, are doing a fantastic job. They are certainly achieving more with less. This nurse 
returned from leave and was sympathetic to Hannah’s situation and advised her to complete a COVID-19 workforce 
deployment risk assessment declaration form. I am not sure what that is, but Hannah completed it and was told it 
would take two weeks to process. 
This brings us to 11 August, when there was a media conference by Hon Roger Cook, Minister for Health, announcing 
new incentives for international midwives, nurses and doctors. That included paying for their flights and hotel 
quarantine. This was a $5 000 relocation incentive and a $3 000 reimbursement for hotel quarantine, so $8 000 all 
up for international health workers who want to come to Western Australia. This has been extended to 200 junior 
doctors from the United Kingdom and Ireland. Hannah saw this press conference and was understandably angry and 
upset. It had been four weeks since she had made her initial application. Hannah is a health worker who is trying 
to come to WA. She is being provided with no incentives, and she cannot get across the border. Hannah is willing 
to pay her own relocation costs and removal fees, and to go through the two-week quarantine period, to come to 
regional WA and offer her expertise in a system that desperately needs help right now. 

There was a Facebook post that outlined the health minister’s comments. Hannah saw that post and commented 
on the situation and on her frustration. People saw Hannah’s comments and were sympathetic. They liked the post. 
It was getting some traction. An ABC moderator saw this and reached out to Hannah for comment. On 12 August, 
the ABC ran an article outlining Hannah’s situation, and Western Australia Police Force, which controls the 
G2G PASS application, was asked to comment. A police spokesman said Ms John’s rejection came with a specific 
request to provide more information in future applications. This statement is actually incorrect. As I pointed out, on 
the third time she provided all the documentation she was asked for. This statement by police was correct for Hannah’s 
second application but not her third. By way of supporting evidence, Hannah had, again, not moved out of her place, 
so she did not have a car transport receipt or moving lease. She had not moved to WA yet, so she did not have 
a WA driver’s licence. She was very fortunate in her circumstance that her partner had already moved to Kalgoorlie, 
so she could meet the minimum bar for the documentation she was asked to provide. Later that day, on 12 August, 
the health minister was asked for comment on Hannah’s situation for the article. He responded by saying — 
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“She’s now been assisted by WA Country Health Service to get all the clearances she needs and I hope 
Ms John will be able to join not only her partner but the great health workforce of Western Australia, 
particularly given she’s going to practice in an area where we need as many staff as possible.” 

I completely agree with the statement by the health minister, and I am glad to see that Hon Roger Cook was finally 
getting involved in this situation. I then spoke to Hannah after reading the health minister’s comments to see whether 
she had seen them and whether somebody from the health service had reached out and contacted her. Hannah told 
me that no-one from the health service had contacted her; however, a police inspector had reached out to her and told 
her that a G2G PASS glitch had been identified the previous day and fixed, and Hannah’s G2G PASS application 
had been approved. 

That is obviously good news in this case; however, it has taken four weeks and an ABC article putting pressure on 
the minister for the situation to get resolved—that is, for a fully vaccinated midwife to travel to regional WA to 
work in the town of Kalgoorlie, which desperately needs her expertise. Hannah told me the only reason she was 
still planning to come to WA was that her partner was here; otherwise, she would have given up, and we would have 
lost a healthcare worker. 

I am glad the situation has been resolved for Hannah, but it raises several questions. Hannah said something that 
I thought summarised the situation really well. According to my notes she said — 

I am glad it has worked out for me personally, but I should not have had to resort to media exposure to get 
some attention on the issue. I am sure it has happened for others and they will not be reviewing those cases. 

One, how many other health workers and other people travelling to WA has this happened to? Two, how many other 
potential WA jobs have been lost, and potentially lives, as we are talking about the WA health system, as a result 
of this glitch? Three, why is the G2G PASS system so rigid and strict about the proof of residency for workers 
who are in the process of moving to this state, especially healthcare workers? Four, why are international doctors 
and health workers being given priority over domestic health workers, and should this incentive be extended to 
them? I have a quote from the secretary of the WA branch of the Australian Nursing Federation that really backs 
my thoughts and feelings on this. He said — 

“I am a little bit concerned the government can get 200 doctors here in a matter of weeks, but we don’t 
seem to be able to do the same thing for midwives … 

I completely agree with his comment. As was pointed out by Hon Dr Brian Walker previously, healthcare workers 
are really on the frontline in this pandemic and they literally put their lives on the line every day. We should be rolling 
out the red carpet for healthcare workers, not making their lives more difficult. 

Finally, what was the glitch that had to be fixed to avoid similar situations in the future? In the tech field, if software 
is released and there is customer impact, a correction of error report is created. That report outlines the situation, 
what happened, why it happened—the root cause and the steps that will be taken to mitigate it. That is shared with 
stakeholders, which gives them confidence that the problem is understood and the appropriate steps are being taken 
to fix it. In this situation, all we had was a statement by a police inspector saying that the issue had been resolved, 
and we do not know how many have been impacted. Noting the time, I will resume my comments at a later stage.  
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